Ecological assessment requires the integration of many physical, chemical, and/or 20 biological quality elements. The choice of the aggregation method of such partial assessments 21 into an overall assessment can considerably affect the assessment outcome -an issue that has 22 been controversially discussed within the scientific community for the last decade. Current 23 practice often considers only two different aggregation methods, the weighted arithmetic 24 mean (additive aggregation) and the one-out, all-out method (minimum aggregation). 25
Introduction 50
Over the last few decades, freshwaters have suffered from a multitude of pressures 51 resulting in poor ecosystem condition and a drastic decrease in biodiversity (Dudgeon et al., 52 We then derive important properties of the aggregation methods, and investigate how they can 118 affect classification outcomes. To do so, we compared hypothetical examples and a 119 monitoring dataset from ten river reaches in Switzerland assessed according to the Swiss 120 Modular Concept of stream assessment (SMC). Thereby, we used MAVT to arrange the 121 different SMC-quality elements in an objectives hierarchy and to translate their individual 122 assessments into value functions. User guidance for the different aggregation methods was 123 developed considering the properties as well as the on-ground assessment outcomes. 124 125
Material and methods 126
Aggregation methods integrate the values (which are the degrees of fulfilment of sub-127 objectives in decision science), v i , to an overall value, v, representing the degree of fulfilment 128 of the higher-level objective. An aggregation method is defined as a function f: v = 129 f(v 1 ,v 2 ,…,v n ) that specifies how the higher-level value is calculated from the n values at the 130 lower level. If all the sub-objectives are fulfilled to the same degree, it seems reasonable to 131 assume that the higher-level objective is fulfilled to the same degree. This leads to the 132 following condition for the aggregation function f: 133
(1) 134
In this paper, we will only consider aggregation methods that fulfil this condition. 135 136
Basic aggregation methods 137
To start off, we considered four generic aggregation methods that are either widely 138 applied in river assessment (the weighted arithmetic mean (eq. 3) and the minimum 139 aggregation (eq. 6)), or are rarely considered, but belong to the three most prominent means 140 (the weighted geometric mean (eq. 4) and the weighted harmonic mean (eq. 5)). Note that for 141 the aggregation methods (3) to (5), we assumed that the weights are normalized to sum up to 142 one: 143 .
(2) 144 145
The weighted arithmetic mean (hereafter called additive aggregation) 146
For additive aggregation, the aggregated value is calculated as the sum of the n values, v i , 147 of the sub-objectives each of them multiplied with its weight, w i : 148 .
(
3) 149
If the weights are equal for all elements (w i = 1/n), the result is identical to the (unweighted) 150 arithmetic mean which is often referred to as unweighted averaging (Guitouni and Martel, 151 1998 ). In decision science, the weighted arithmetic mean is called additive aggregation, which 152 is by far the most widely used aggregation function for multi-criteria decision support 153 (Keeney and Raiffa 1983, Eisenführ et al. 2010) . 154 155
The weighted geometric mean 156
The weighted geometric mean is calculated as the product of the n values, v i , of the sub-157 objectives, each of them taken to the power of its weight, w i : 158 .
4) 159
If all weights are equal, the weighted geometric mean is the same as the (unweighted) 160 geometric mean. In economics, the weighted geometric mean is also known as the Cobb-161 Douglas function. It was originally introduced as a production function, but later also used as 162 a value function which is often called utility function in economics (Varian, 2010) . 163 164
The weighted harmonic mean 165
The weighted harmonic mean is calculated as the inverse of the sum of the inverse 166 values, v i , of the sub-objectives, each of these inverse values multiplied with its weight, w i : 167 .
5) 168
If all weights are equal, the weighted harmonic mean is the same as the (unweighted) 169 harmonic mean. 170 171
The minimum aggregation 172
For the minimum aggregation the aggregated value, v, is calculated as the minimum of 173 the values, v i , of the sub-objectives: 174 .
(6) 175
The minimum aggregation method comes along with the potential of a pessimism bias, which 176 is addressed in section 1. 177 178
Mixed aggregation methods 179
Calculating a weighted average of the results of two basic aggregation methods (eqs. 3-6) 180 leads to mixed aggregation methods in the form of: 181 . 
Trade-off properties 215
The most widely applied technique to elicit aggregation rules is using trade-off questions 216 (Eisenführ et al., 2010) . Such a question could for example be: How much does the water 217 quality need to improve to compensate for a given decrease in the quality of the fish biota? 218
Hence, trade-offs are the core property to be discussed when aggregating degrees of 219 fulfilment of ecological requirements. 220
Here, we define trade-offs in values v to be aggregated by the following implicit equation 221
for the function 223 .
12) 224
This function describes the change required in the argument that leads to a state with the 225 same value as the state in which the argument was increased by . 226
Trade-offs between two objectives can be estimated from the curvature of the isolines. 227
Since each aggregation method is characterized by different trade-offs, isolines differ among 228
aggregations methods. To demonstrate the difference in method-characteristic trade-offs, we 229 quantified the change in either v 1 or v 2 that is required to get a gain in the aggregated value of 230 0.05 at nine different combinations of v 1 and v 2 . 231
As we were primarily interested in trade-off ratios (i.e., the factor between and 232 that lead to the same change in the aggregated value), rather than absolute trade-offs as 233 formulated by the equations (11) and (12), we calculate the derivative of the function (12) and 234 evaluate it at . This is an approximation to this factor approximately valid for small 235 changes and . If this derivative is equal to unity, approximately the same change in v k 236 as in v j is required to get a certain change in the aggregated value; if it is equal to two, we 237 need to change v k by twice as much as v j to get the same change in the aggregated value. As 238 the function (12) is defined implicitly by equation (11), we calculate its derivative by first 239 taking the derivative of equation (11) (Liechti, 2010) , the physical 255 appearance (Binderheim and Göggel, 2007) , fish (Schager and Peter, 2004) , 256 macroinvertebrates (Stucki, 2010) , and diatom communities (Hürlimann and Niederhauser, 257 2007). The assessment of each quality element is based on one to several attributes, which are 258 aggregated with a minimum (the physical appearance), a mixed additive -minimum 259 (hydrology), or an additive method (all remaining ones; see assessment protocols). Scores for 260 each quality element are reported as one of the five quality classes bad, poor, moderate, good, 261 and high. 262
To be able to integrate the different SMC-quality elements, we first translated the 263 method-specific scorings into value functions with a common scale from 0 to 1. This common 264 scale represents the degree of fulfillment of the corresponding objective (Langhans et al., 265 2013) . We then arranged the individual quality elements hierarchically at seven levels. To 266 culminate this objectives hierarchy into the main objective of a "good ecological state" of a 267 river, three additional objectives which were not part of the original assessment scheme, were 268 introduced: a "good physical state" aggregating the lower level endpoint "ecomorphology", 269 "hydrology", and "physical appearance", a good "chemical state" based on the endpoint 270 "nutrients", and a "good biological state" aggregating the objectives "fish", 271 "macroinvertebrates", and "diatoms" (Fig. 1) . 272
Being arranged in an objective hierarchy, quality scores of all the objectives can be 273 calculated bottom-up. Thereby, to aggregate the scores at the various hierarchical levels, 274 different aggregation methods may be used. The results can be visualized by colour coding as 275 shown in Fig. 1 . 276 277
Didactical aggregation examples 278
With the help of the didactical aggregation examples, we illustrate the extent of 279 compensation possible when applying different aggregation methods for a single endpoint 280 (i.e., for "nutrients", Fig.1) , and for the full assessment i.e., all endpoints of the objectives 281 hierarchy. 282
For the single endpoint-example, we assigned a hypothetical high state, i.e., attribute 283 levels corresponding to a maximum score of 1.0 to all but one attribute. The one attribute 284 (dissolved organic carbon, DOC) we set to two slightly differing bad states, i.e., attribute 285 levels of 12 mg/L and 11.99 mg/L corresponding to an assessment score of zero or slightly 286 higher than zero, respectively. We then calculated the score of the endpoint "nutrients" 287 applying the additive, the geometric mean, the mixed additive -geometric mean with α = 0.2, 288 and the additive -minimum aggregation method with α = 0.5. 289
For the full assessment-example, we constructed three different hypothetical scenarios 290 with a characteristic combination of values for the lowest level objectives: all third level 291 objectives in a moderate state (the "even" scenario A), the third level objectives in either a 292 good, a moderate or a poor state (the "middle" scenario B), and the states of the objectives 293 ranging from bad to high (the "extreme" scenario C with the physical state in a bad, the 294 chemical state in a high, and the biological state in a moderate state). We then calculated the 295 full assessment for each of the three scenarios applying one of the five aggregation methods at 296 a time: additive aggregation, the weighted geometric mean, minimum, the mixed additive -297 geometric mean and the mixed additive -minimum aggregation with α = 0.5. 298 299
On-ground aggregation examples 300
To assess the potential influence of the chosen aggregation method on on-ground 301 ecological river assessments, we evaluated the ecological state of ten river reaches in the 302
Mönchaltorfer Aa catchment (northern Switzerland, Fig. 2 alternative aggregation scheme including the status quo SMC-aggregation at the lower levels, 319 and a mixed additive -minimum aggregation with  = 0.5 (50% additive mixed with 50% 320 minimum aggregation) at the three highest levels. We assumed equal weights except at the 321 fourth level, where we attributed 10% to the physical appearance and 45% each to 322 ecomorphology and hydrology. This combination seemed appropriate, since the physical 323 appearance reports on deficits (e.g., litter or foam etc.) which do not necessarily impact river 324 values v 1 and v 2 are significantly different, the larger value needs to improve more than the 381 smaller one to achieve the same change in the aggregated value. In other words, improving 382 the worst value leads to a better assessment than improving a better value by the same 383 amount, if their weights are the same. Thereby, owing to the fact that the gradient in the 384 geometric mean is indefinite for a value of zero, considering a value that is only slightly 385 higher than zero already leads to a significant increase in the aggregated value. The same is 386 true for the harmonic mean aggregation (Fig. 3 G) . 387
The tendency of achieving most, when improving the worst value, increases when 388 moving from the geometric to the harmonic mean, and reaches its maximum in the minimum 389 aggregation method (Fig. 3, Tab. 1) . Contrarily, the reverse aggregation methods tend towards 390 achieving more, when improving the better value (Fig. 4 H, Supplementary Figs. S4-S7) . In the full assessment-example, the five different aggregations applied to the even 417 scenario (i.e. in which all third level objectives have a moderate quality) resulted in very 418 similar quality scores within the moderate quality class for the overall ecological state (v 419 between 0.43 and 0.48) (Fig. 6 ). In the middle scenario (i.e., objectives are either in a poor, a 420 moderate or a good state), the minimum aggregation and the mixed additive -minimum 421 aggregation yielded to a poor ecological state (v = 0.24 and 0.35, respectively), whereas the 422 remaining three, i.e., the geometric mean, the mixed additive -geometric mean and the 423 additive aggregation resulted in a moderate state (v = 0.43, 0.45 and 0.47, respectively) ( (Figs. 1 and 7) . 437
On average, the ecological quality calculated with the additive aggregation method was 438 0.10 scores higher than when using the mixed method (SD: ± 0.05). For three of the ten river 439 reaches, this difference led to a change in the ecological quality class, from moderate to poor. 440 class aggregate into very similar values, independent of the method applied (Fig. 7, scenario  459 A). This is due to the property established in eq. effect that an aggregated value only increases if the worst sub-objective is improved (Fig. 3 D  472 and H). In other words, the aggregated value does not increase at all if a different sub-473 objective than the worst one is improved. 474
All aggregation methods discussed in this paper feature the property that equal values of 475 sub-objectives lead to the same aggregated value, since we think that this is an essential 476 requirement for value aggregation (see eq. 1). This criterion is, for example, not fulfilled for 477 the multiplicative aggregation method (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976) . Therefore, we have not 478 included this particular aggregation method in our study, although it is frequently used to 479 aggregate utilities in decision analysis (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976) . 480 increase the statistical significance of often highly uncertain measurements, which otherwise 500 may have a large influence on classification outcomes (Caroni et al., 2013) . This is for 501 instance the case in the SMC, when the state of the macroinvertebrate community can be 502 assessed with more than one of the three proposed indices ( Fig. 1 ; macroindex, ibgn, and 503 ibch; Agence de l´eau, 2000; Stucki, 2010). Second, allowing for redundant objectives makes 504 the assessment more flexible, since it can still be done if data of one of the proposed quality 505 elements is available, but is missing for the others. 506
When considering redundant sub-objectives, the chosen aggregation method should avoid 507 a bias due to uncertain observations. If we assume that the data were taken with a symmetric, 508 random observation error and there is no strong nonlinearity in the conversion to values, then 509 the additive aggregation method would be our method of choice. 510
Redundant sub-objectives are often used at low hierarchical levels, while the level of 511 complementarity of the objectives usually increases when climbing up the objectives 512 hierarchy. Hence, the additive aggregation method is often the appropriate method at low 513 hierarchical levels. To avoid having a too high weight of such redundant objectives, the 514 overall weight (and other aggregation parameters) of the whole branch must be given 515 independently of the number of assessed sub-objectives. 516 517
Aggregation of complementary sub-objectives 518
In ecological assessments, the quality elements that are aggregated into higher-level 519 objectives are often complementary to each other. For example, a good biological state of a 520 river reach may be described by the state of different communities such as diatoms, 521 invertebrates, and/or fish (Bundi et or one of the mixed forms. For all of these methods, we will reach a higher improvement of 528 the aggregated value (e.g., for the ecological river quality), if we improve the quality of the 529 endpoint with the lowest value instead of another one with a higher value. Thereby, the 530 minimum aggregation reflects an improvement of the worst endpoint only. This may lead to 531 undesired outcomes, e.g. when a river management measure improves other endpoints than 532 the worst one, and this improvement is not reflected in the assessment of the rehabilitated 533 river reach. Therefore, we do not recommend using a pure minimum aggregation. 534 535
Aggregation of mutually exclusive objectives 536
River assessments may include complementary objectives that are mutually exclusive. 537 This is for example the case, if we consider improving the structural diversity of a river that 538 has only few habitats left. In such a case, we may be neutral about which habitats to restore, 539 since a better ecological state is already reached if we are restoring one habitat type. Pander 540 and Geist (2010), for example, found high species richness in fish communities after 541 implementing either of four different restoration measures. Such a mutual exclusivity could 542 be represented with a reverse aggregation scheme. 543
Another example, in which a reverse aggregation scheme may be favourable, is the 544 assessment of spatially distinct data. For example, one may want that the assessment of the 545 ecological quality of a river consisting of its individual reaches leads to a higher result, when 546 the river reaches are in high and bad qualities instead of moderate qualities only. 547 548
Aggregation of strongly conflicting objectives 549
River assessments are often part of whole river management strategies (European 550 Commission, 2012; Moss, 2004) . These strategies may include additional objectives to the 551 good ecological state of the river, such as good ecosystem services, low costs, conformity 552 with regulation or a robust design (Reichert, personal communication) , which are often 553 strongly conflicting. For example, it is usually not possible to improve the ecological state of 554 a river while saving money. 555
In such a situation, it will not make sense to use minimum aggregation, as it is certainly 556 an advantage either to use less money for the same ecological state or to improve the 557 ecological state for the same amount of money. The elicitation of trade-offs between costs and 558 the achieved ecological state is therefore particularly important for this aggregation problem. 
Summary of recommendations 566
From the discussion in the sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.4, we identified the necessity of 567 aggregation methods whose trade-offs depend on the values to aggregate. Thereby, both types 568 of changes may be relevant -a higher sensitivity to the smallest value (the more typical case; 569 see section 4.2.2) and a higher sensitivity to the largest value (see section 4.2.3). 570
The extreme forms of these dependencies are represented by the minimum and the 571 maximum aggregation methods. Both of the aggregation methods feature the often undesired 572
property that only an increase in the worst (minimum) or the best value (maximum) leads to 573 an improvement in the overall state. Hence, we may favour a weaker form of dependency 574 such as with the geometric or the harmonic mean. Considering the desired aggregation properties for ecological assessment discussed in 596 section 4.2, we designed an optimal aggregation scheme for our case study. For the lower 597 levels (four to seven; Fig. 1 ), where the objectives are (partly) redundant, the SMC-status quo 598 method (i.e., additive aggregation) was a good choice. We also kept the status-quo method to 599 aggregate the sub-objectives of the physical appearance, since this conforms with the water 600 protection law in Switzerland (Water protection act, 2013; Water protection ordinance, 2011). 601
The higher levels (three and two; Fig. 1 ) feature complementary objectives, for which we 602 do not want to allow for full compensation. However, we did want an increase in the 603 aggregated value, if any of the sub-objectives are improved. Hence, following our reasoning 604 in section 4.2.5, we chose a mixture of additive and minimum aggregation. 605
Since we also wanted different weights for the endpoints physical appearance (0.1), 606 ecomorphology (0.45) and hydrology (0.45), we assigned the same weights for all sub-607 objectives except for those ones. Assuming equal weights for the physical, the chemical and 608 the biological state ( Fig. 1; second level) , and for diatoms, invertebrates and fish ( Fig. 1; third  609 level) seemed appropriate, although different weights may be favourable too. For example, it 610 could be argued that the biological state should receive a higher weight, since in contrast to 611 the physical and the chemical state, it can be seen as an integrative indicator (European 612 Commission, 2000) . 613
In all cases, we set the weight of α = 0.5 for additive versus minimum aggregation. 614
Considering the present state of knowledge, including 50% additive aggregation seems to be a 615 reasonable compromise: The mixture with the minimum aggregation allows for some 616 compensation, but still considerably accounts for very bad impacts (Fig. S9) . 617
The comparison of the results for the full assessment, calculated either with the fully 618 additive or the optimized aggregation scheme showed that already a slight change in the 619 aggregation scheme matters for on-ground river assessment. In our case, the value of the 620 ecological state of all ten river reaches decreased with the optimized aggregation scheme, 621 whereby three of them even changed into a worse quality class (Fig. 7) . We argue that in 622 contrast to the minimum aggregation, which may lead to a too pessimistic assessment ( 
Conclusions 627
There is no simple, universal solution for river assessment aggregation. We believe that 628 this paper will considerably help towards choosing appropriate aggregation methods in future 629 river assessment schemes. However, we still recommend eliciting the dependence of trade-630 offs between the values to be aggregated for each aggregation step individually. In this way, it 631 can be checked which aggregation method best represents the preferences of the decision 632 makers. The properties listed in Tab. 1 can further support this selection process. 633
Based on the properties of the basic aggregation methods and their combinations, we 634 suggest that most preferences may reasonably well be described by a mixture of an additive 635 aggregation scheme, with either minimum or maximum aggregation. Ideally, the decision on the optimal aggregation scheme should also consider the 645 uncertainty in classification originating e.g. from field samples (Caroni et al., 2013) . This is 646 particularly important when extending objectives hierarchies to partly redundant sub-647 objectives, because this extension should not induce a bias into the assessment procedure. 648
Visualizing the uncertainty of river assessments at all hierarchical levels can be done with the 649 new R-package "utility" described in Reichert et al. (2013) . 650
Considering that we describe commonly used aggregation methods, but also some which 651 have never been discussed in a river assessment context before, our paper informs river 652 assessment in theory and in practice. 653 Table 1 . Summary of the key properties of the basic, the mixed and the reverse aggregation methods. Extended from Schuwirth et al. (2012 3) *** *** 875 * add = weighted arithmetic mean (eq. 1), geo = weighted geometric mean (eq. 2), harmo = weighted harmonic mean (eq. 3), min = minimum 876 aggregation (eq. 4), add-geo, add-harmo, geo-harmo, harmo-min, and add-min according to eq. 7., rev geo, rev harmo, and max according to 877 eqs. 8-10; ** if none of the other values is zero; *** no simple expression due to discontinuities 878 29 1)
2) 3) 879 880 . .45
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